
VLBA TEST MEMO 67FOCUS on the VLBAR. C. WalkerNational Radio Astronomy ObservatoryOtober 3, 2001AbstratVLBA fous has been heked at all bands, in many ases for the �rst time in years. Somewere far enough o� to degrade data. The new measured values are given, many of whih will beput in the system. A suggestion is made to add 2m to the bands at whih we adjust the fouswith elevation. It is shown that the fous o�sets between bands is very nearly the same at allsites. This may prove useful for operations for use as a onsisteny hek or to provide a way ofsetting all bands even if measurements are only available at one.1 DisussionThe fous for most reeivers on the VLBA has been heked rarely, if at all, sine they wereinstalled. During April to July 2001, I made observations designed to hek the fous at allbands above 2 GHz. I did not bother with 20, 50, and 90 m beause I was under the impressionthat those fous values were always against one or the other of the fous travel limits. It seemsthat there is some doubt about this and the 20 m fous should be heked. The S/X fousat SC was found to be suÆiently far o� to ause about 25% loss of sensitivity. I had thatorreted immediately. Roughly 10% of the rest are suÆiently poor to ause amplitude losses ofmore than 5%. These poor values are mainly at high frequenies (2m and up) although SC hasproblems at lower frequenies that suggest it might have su�ered a 1 m fous shift in the pastthat has only been orreted at some bands. With this memo, I suggest new fous values for usein operations. Where signi�ant gain hanges will result, we will need di�erent station gains (invlba gains.key) before and after the hange is made.Table 1 gives some summary information for eah band that should help understand themeasured data. The olumns are 1.) the band name, 2.) the typial fous pattern full-width-half-maximum, and 3.) the fous error that would ause a 1% amplitude loss. Column 4 is theaverage from the urrent data, aross all stations, of the o�set between the 7mm fous positionand the measured fous position at the indiated band. To derive this o�set, all fous valuesare adjusted to 40Æ elevation using the equation F (El) = F (0) + Fvarsin(El). The value usedfor Fvar is that urrently in use at the antenna (measured at some time in the past) if not zero.Otherwise it is 0:65 m, whih is a reasonable average of the previously measured values.The o�sets from the 7mm fous are inluded in Table 1 beause they proved to be veryonsistent from antenna to antenna as will be apparent in the main data table below. This is a1



TABLE 1Band Dependent Fous ParametersBand Width 1% Loss O�set O�set from 7mmm m m at 40Æ El.7mm 1.15 0.07 0:01m 2.10 0.12 �0:052m 2.85 0.17 �0:344m 5.4 0.32 �0:404msx 5.5 0.33 �0:18 16m 9.1 0.55 �0:8213m 21.5 1.3 �2:081 Set 0.3 m lower (-0.48 m) for joint optimization with 13msx.fat that an be utilized in various ways. When fous values are measured, the standard o�setsan serve as a onsisteny hek. If a new reeiver is put up, they an be used to derive a verygood �rst-guess fous. If something happens to the FRM to hange the fous, they an be usedto �x all bands quikly after measurement of only one. It is diÆult to tell from the urrent dataif the deviations from these averages represent measurement errors or real physial di�erenes. Ifthey are measurement errors, then the best way to set the fous values for an antenna might beto measure the fous at 7mm and apply the o�sets for the other bands. Regardless, that methodwould produe muh better fous values than we have been using so far in many ases.The urrent data are not adequate in many ases to �t for new values for the fous variationwith elevation (Fvar). Therefore I have have retained the values already in use at the antennas.Those values are only non-zero for high frequenies where fous observations have been madefrequently in the past. Where there are suÆient points for a �t using the urrent data, inludingat all stations at 7mm, the results agree well with the older values so there is no need for a hange.The fous variation is very similar at most sites. Using Fvar = 0:65 would probably beaeptable for all ases. However there are variations that appear to be real so I am not advoatingthat we hange to a ommon value (whih I had seriously onsidered). Note that the mostdisrepant value is for 7mm at BR where there is a large astigmatism onfusing the situation.The fous variation has been non-zero for 1m, 7mm, and 3mm in the past. It is also non-zerofor 2m at MK only. Without a fous variation, the fous error an be on the order of 0.3 m atextreme elevations. This is well above the 1% loss point for 2m observations, but not for 4 m.Therefore I advoate that we add 2m to the bands at whih we are using the fous variation atall stations. The new suggested fous values assume that this is done.Note that the fous value used at the station is the value at the horizon while the measurementsthat onstrain it are mainly from high elevations. Therefore, the fous and fous variation haveto be treated as a mathed pair of numbers | they should not be adjusted independently.With the new data, I orret a situation that has always existed, namely that the fous valueused for SX (4/13m) dual band observations has been the one measured at 4m with no e�ortto err in the diretion to improve 13m. The optimum fous positions for the two bands aredi�erent by about 1.8 m. The losses would be about equal at the two bands with a 0.4 m shift.But, beause the 4m band is more sensitive to any fous errors that might develop, inludingthe unompensated fous variation with elevation, and beause usually the 4m data are moreimportant (for example, for geodesy), I have opted to give the 4m a slight advantage. The valuessuggested below for dual band observing are at a position 0.3 m lower than the 4m peak.The results of my measurements are given in Table 2. The olumns are 1.) the station ode,2.) the band, 3.) the apriori fous at 0Æ elevation used by the system (F 0), 4.) the apriori fousvariation (F 0var), 5.) fous at 40Æ elevation implied by the apriori values (F 040), 6.) the best �t2



value for F40 assuming either the apriori Fvar , if non-zero, or Fvar = 0:65, 7.) the fous errorat 40Æ (F40 � F 040), 8.) the implied perentage amplitude loss due to that error, 9.) the o�set ofthe best �t F40 from the 7mm F40 at this site, 10.) the same as olumn 9 but with the averageover stations for the band removed, 11.) the suggested new value of fous (F 0) to use at the site.The suggested new fous values assume we do not hange the urrent values of Fvar exept to useFvar = 0:65 for 2m at stations that were not already using a non-zero value at that band. For4msx the fous values are set 0.3 m below the �t value. Only those in bold numbers atuallyneed to be hanged. The rest are lose enough.The fous at FD was hanged between 2001 Aug 26 and 31 by about a half m as the resultof a somewhat ill oneived test. Therefore, the suggested new fous values in Table 2 need to beadjusted upward. On 2001 Sept 07, the 1m and 7mm fous values were measured at all stations,although with a lot less data than ontributed to the main results in this memo. The measuredvalues are given as suggested new values in Table 2. At other bands, the new fous should bethe value implied by the Apr-July measurements plus 0.46 m, the average of the 1m and 7mmhanges. More extensive observations should be made to �rm up the new values. As for the othersites, the measurements were within about 0.01 m of those reported here at most. At three sites,there were hanges of 0.07 to 0.16 m with good onsisteny between the 1 m and 7mm bands,so these appear to be real hanges.In various observations, it has been notied that the fous an vary signi�antly from theexpeted values. For example, hanges over the ourse of a night of a ouple of millimeters wereseen reently at one station, ausing the fous vs elevation urve to look signi�antly di�erentduring soure rise and set. Variations of this magnitude ould ause signi�ant problems at 3mm.At the moment, suh hanges are not fully understood. Temperature variations ould ausehanges of that magnitude, but the temperature was onstant during the inident mentionedabove. This is learly an area for future study.I suggest that the 7mm or 1m fous be heked on a regular basis, perhaps at startup, to athquikly any shift in fous. The data presented here show that suh a shift probably happenedsome time in the past at SC while the reent FD inident shows that it an happen now. Wemight be able to build suh a hek into startup pointing, or it might be a separate test.Note | all fous positions in this memo are in m as they are reported by FIT, the programthat derives the pointing pattern results and provides the data for the fous analysis program.But SARA reports fous values in mm, and that is what is needed when putting values in throughthe FEPARM sreens.2 Summary of Reommendations.� Adjust many of the fous values (those in bold font in Table 2). Set the fous variation to0.65 m for 2m at all exept MK whih should retain its urrent value. For FD and for allantennas at 7mm, more reent measurements may supersede those in Table 1.� Put a break in the gain values for all reeivers for whih the fous is hanged.� O�set the 4msx fous by -0.3 m from peak to help 13msx (this hange is inluded in thereommended new values).� Chek the fous values at the 20 m band.� Use the average o�sets from 7mm in the future for fous heks and emergeny setting.� Chek fous at 7mm or 1m regularily.� Oasionally double hek that the fous in use follows the expeted pattern between bands.� One all hanges are done, do an all bands hek at all stations.3



TABLE 2Results of Fous ObservationsSta. Band F 0 F 0var F 040 F40 F40 � F 040 Gain loss F 040 � F 7mm40 F40 - F 7mm40adj New F 0m m m m m % m m mSC 7mm 8.15 0.70 8.60 8.72 0.12 3.0 0.00 0.00 8.27HN 7mm 9.45 0.75 9.93 9.88 -0.05 0.5 0.00 0.00 9.40NL 7mm 6.15 0.72 6.61 6.52 -0.10 2.1 0.00 0.00 6.05FD 7mm 8.80 0.65 9.22 9.40 0.19 7.8 0.00 0.00 8.99 (9.42)1LA 7mm 9.61 0.65 10.03 10.20 0.17 6.4 0.00 0.00 9.78PT 7mm 8.35 0.89 8.92 9.10 0.18 6.9 0.00 0.00 8.53KP 7mm 8.40 0.68 8.84 8.99 0.15 4.7 0.00 0.00 8.55OV 7mm 7.94 0.68 8.38 8.38 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00 7.94BR 7mm 10.76 0.20 10.89 11.04 0.15 3.6 0.00 0.00 10.91MK 7mm 8.75 0.75 9.23 9.17 -0.07 1.0 0.00 0.00 8.68SC 1m 8.40 0.60 8.79 8.61 -0.18 2.0 -0.11 -0.07 8.22HN 1m 9.20 0.60 9.59 9.79 0.21 3.0 -0.09 -0.05 9.41NL 1m 6.20 0.62 6.60 6.46 -0.14 1.2 -0.06 -0.02 6.06FD 1m 8.75 0.68 9.19 9.36 0.17 1.9 -0.04 0.00 8.92 (9.44)1LA 1m 9.60 0.67 10.03 10.19 0.16 1.6 -0.01 0.03 9.76PT 1m 8.54 0.83 9.07 9.13 0.05 0.2 0.03 0.07 8.59KP 1m 8.32 0.81 8.84 8.98 0.14 1.3 -0.01 0.03 8.46OV 1m 7.95 0.56 8.31 8.37 0.06 0.2 -0.01 0.03 8.01BR 1m 10.50 0.69 10.94 10.83 -0.11 0.7 -0.21 -0.17 10.39MK 1m 8.65 0.60 9.04 9.16 0.13 1.0 -0.01 0.03 8.78SC 2m 8.40 0.00 8.40 8.43 0.03 0.0 -0.29 0.05 8.012HN 2m 9.56 0.00 9.56 9.59 0.03 0.0 -0.29 0.05 9.172NL 2m 6.70 0.00 6.70 6.25 -0.45 6.9 -0.27 0.07 5.832FD 2m 9.30 0.00 9.30 9.01 -0.29 2.8 -0.39 -0.05 8.60 (9.06)1 2LA 2m 10.10 0.00 10.10 9.71 -0.39 5.6 -0.49 -0.15 9.292PT 2m 8.92 0.00 8.92 8.81 -0.11 0.4 -0.29 0.05 8.392KP 2m 8.74 0.00 8.74 8.59 -0.15 0.8 -0.40 -0.06 8.172OV 2m 8.24 0.00 8.24 7.97 -0.27 2.5 -0.41 -0.07 7.552BR 2m 11.00 0.00 11.00 10.80 -0.20 1.2 -0.24 0.10 10.392MK 2m 8.83 0.60 9.22 8.80 -0.41 6.2 -0.37 -0.03 8.42SC 4m 9.13 0.00 9.13 8.26 -0.87 7.3 -0.46 -0.07 8.26HN 4m 9.55 0.00 9.55 9.49 -0.06 0.0 -0.39 0.00 9.49NL 4m 6.20 0.00 6.20 6.18 -0.02 0.0 -0.34 0.05 6.18FD 4m 8.78 0.00 8.78 9.01 0.23 0.5 -0.39 0.00 9.01 (9.47)1LA 4m 9.80 0.00 9.80 9.80 0.00 0.0 -0.40 -0.01 9.80PT 4m 8.61 0.00 8.61 8.81 0.20 0.4 -0.29 0.10 8.81KP 4m 8.49 0.00 8.49 8.65 0.16 0.2 -0.34 0.05 8.65OV 4m 7.65 0.00 7.65 7.92 0.27 0.7 -0.46 -0.07 7.92BR 4m 10.65 0.00 10.65 10.50 -0.15 0.2 -0.54 -0.15 10.50MK 4m 8.88 0.00 8.88 8.77 -0.11 0.1 -0.40 -0.01 8.771 For FD, values in parentheses are adjusted for a reent hange.2 Use 0.65 for the fous variation at 2m exept MK. 4



TABLE 1 (Continued)Sta. Band F 0 F 0var F 040 F40 Error Amp loss F 040 � F 7mm40 F40 - F 7mm40adj New F 0m m m m m % m m mSC 4msx 8.44 0.00 8.44 8.64 0.20 0.4 -0.08 0.09 8.34HN 4msx 10.10 0.00 10.10 9.56 -0.54 2.7 -0.32 -0.15 9.26NL 4msx 6.45 0.00 6.45 6.45 0.00 0.0 -0.07 0.10 6.15FD 4msx 8.97 0.00 8.97 9.29 0.32 0.9 -0.11 0.06 8.99 (9.45)1LA 4msx 10.00 0.00 10.00 9.91 -0.09 0.1 -0.29 -0.12 9.61PT 4msx 8.55 0.00 8.55 8.95 0.40 1.5 -0.15 0.02 8.65KP 4msx 8.64 0.00 8.64 8.87 0.23 0.4 -0.12 0.05 8.57OV 4msx 8.25 0.00 8.25 8.16 -0.09 0.1 -0.22 -0.05 7.86BR 4msx 10.10 0.00 10.10 10.77 0.67 3.9 -0.27 -0.10 10.47MK 4msx 9.04 0.00 9.04 9.03 -0.01 0.0 -0.14 0.03 8.73SC 6m 9.16 0.00 9.16 7.90 -1.26 5.2 -0.82 -0.01 7.90HN 6m 9.23 0.00 9.23 9.06 -0.17 0.1 -0.82 -0.01 9.06NL 6m 5.75 0.00 5.75 5.67 -0.08 0.0 -0.85 -0.04 5.67FD 6m 8.50 0.00 8.50 8.62 0.12 0.0 -0.78 0.03 8.62 (9.08)1LA 6m 9.50 0.00 9.50 9.30 -0.20 0.1 -0.90 -0.09 9.30PT 6m 8.30 0.00 8.30 8.35 0.05 0.0 -0.75 0.06 8.35KP 6m 8.28 0.00 8.28 8.25 -0.03 0.0 -0.74 0.07 8.25OV 6m 7.36 0.00 7.36 7.50 0.14 0.1 -0.88 -0.07 7.50BR 6m 10.25 0.00 10.25 10.15 -0.10 0.0 -0.89 -0.08 10.15MK 6m 8.24 0.00 8.24 8.42 0.18 0.1 -0.75 0.06 8.42SC 13m 7.43 0.00 7.43 6.54 -0.89 0.5 -2.18 -0.18 6.54HN 13m 7.20 0.00 7.20 7.84 0.64 0.3 -2.04 -0.04 7.84NL 13m 4.00 0.00 4.00 4.54 0.54 0.2 -1.98 0.02 4.54FD 13m 7.08 0.00 7.08 7.43 0.35 0.1 -1.97 0.03 7.43 (7.89)1LA 13m 8.20 0.00 8.20 8.08 -0.12 0.0 -2.12 -0.12 8.08PT 13m 6.50 0.00 6.50 6.97 0.47 0.1 -2.13 -0.13 6.97KP 13m 6.80 0.00 6.80 6.92 0.12 0.0 -2.07 -0.07 6.92OV 13m 6.10 0.00 6.10 6.21 0.11 0.0 -2.17 -0.17 6.21BR 13m 10.35 0.00 10.35 9.07 -1.28 1.1 -1.97 0.03 9.07MK 13m 7.68 0.00 7.68 7.14 -0.54 0.2 -2.03 -0.03 7.14SC 13msx 8.44 0.00 8.44 7.30 -1.14 1.1 -1.42 0.58HN 13msx 10.10 0.00 10.10 7.90 -2.20 3.3 -1.98 0.02NL 13msx 6.45 0.00 6.45 4.97 -1.48 1.5 -1.55 0.45FD 13msx 8.97 0.00 8.97 7.64 -1.33 1.2 -1.76 0.24LA 13msx 10.00 0.00 10.00 8.07 -1.93 2.3 -2.13 -0.13PT 13msx 8.55 0.00 8.55 7.42 -1.13 0.9 -1.68 0.32KP 13msx 8.64 0.00 8.64 7.02 -1.62 1.6 -1.97 0.03OV 13msx 8.25 0.00 8.25 6.04 -2.21 2.9 -2.34 -0.34BR 13msx 10.10 0.00 10.10 8.90 -1.20 0.9 -2.14 -0.14MK 13msx 9.04 0.00 9.04 7.37 -1.67 1.9 -1.80 0.201 For FD, values in parentheses are adjusted for reent hange.2 Use 0.65 for the fous variation at 2m exept MK.
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